
BY MEGHAN TUTTLE

This issue of the
Western Forester is
dedicated to ease-
ments and rights-of-
way. It is often the
responsibility of a
forester to adminis-
ter, resolve, and
understand underlying property and
access. Frequently, forests in the
Pacific Northwest are not accessible by
public road alone, and specific rights
must be secured for different manage-
ment activities including recreation,
development, and utility access.
Furthermore, access agreements are
often perpetual in nature and last long
past harvest rotations, federal regula-
tion updates, or ownership changes, so
we must understand the long-term
impacts of these agreements.

Included in this issue is an overview
on standard best practices for issuing a
typical forestry easement, written by
Kirk Maag at Stoel Rives LLP. Kirk dis-
cusses basic components for drafting
an effective easement, including a
clear definition of use, timing consid-
erations of the agreement, and writing
of maintenance or repair obligations.
When negotiating an easement, it is
important to understand the needs of
both parties. Since easements are per-
manent documents, they should be
prepared or reviewed by an attorney
familiar with land-use laws in your
area. It is also important to consider all
costs associated with easements,
including surveying, construction, and

county recording fees.
In an interview format we hear a

surveyor’s perspective on the impor-
tance of developing accurate legal
descriptions for successful easements.
Using a surveyor at the beginning of
an easement negotiation is effective to
avoid disputes, since a correct legal
description limits the scope of the
easement to a location field verified by
the surveyor. When evaluating a
potential easement, it is vital to guar-
antee that other underlying easement
rights already granted do not interfere
with the proposed use, and a surveyor
plays a role in this. Additional due dili-
gence in researching title records must
be performed to ensure that an ease-
ment right is grantable and the correct

underlying landowner is identified.
Federal access issues are integral in

Pacific Northwest forest management
because of the nature of federal own-
ership patterns, as discussed by
authors Cheryl Adcock of the BLM and
Mark Peterson of the US Forest
Service. The history of the BLM O&C
lands shows how our use of forestland
can change over time. Federal access
laws are particularly complex to
address forest access needs for multi-
ple stakeholders. Mark’s Forest Service
Cooperative article focuses on the
implementation of USFS access after
rulemaking is complete, and highlights
the importance of collaboration and
value of joint infrastructure invest-
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Forest roads provide access for management, recreation, and other uses.



ments made over decades. When man-
aging checkerboarded ownership, it is
necessary to fully understand not only

the agreements, but the regulations
that each agency or landowner must
follow, as they can be different.

To manage road easements effec-
tively, a maintenance agreement that
defines responsibilities and rights
between the grantor and grantee

should be included. Cooperative
maintenance agreements can be used
in both private and federal easements.
Defining and implementing a mainte-
nance plan is particularly important
when multiple parties may use a road
concurrently; the plan should also
explain how costs are allocated. 

After an easement is executed, our
work as forest managers is not finished
as collaboration between access part-
ners is ongoing. The same principles
used in negotiating easement agree-
ments are required to successfully
manage agreements long term.
Communicating intent with the
underlying landowner before utilizing
an existing easement, holding annual
maintenance meetings, and collabo-
rating on shared easement costs will
help meet all landowners’ needs.  

This issue of the Western Forester
highlights how easements and rights
of way impact all of us and the impor-
tance of understanding processes to
be effective when developing and
maintaining easement agreements. ◆

Meghan Tuttle is Western Environmental
Affairs manager for Weyerhaeuser,
based in Salem, Ore. She currently
serves as chair-elect for Oregon SAF.
She can be reached at 971-273-2461 or
meghan.tuttle@weyerhaeuser.com.
Meghan served as guest editor for this
issue.
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